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SummaryThe Well-Grounded Rubyist, Second Edition addresses both newcomers to Ruby as well

as Ruby programmers who want to deepen their understanding of the language. This beautifully

written and totally revised second edition includes coverage of features that are new in Ruby 2.1, as

well as expanded and updated coverage of aspects of the language that have changed.Purchase of

the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning

Publications.About the TechnologyThis is a good time for Ruby! It&apos;s powerful like Java or

C++, and has dynamic features that let your code react gracefully to changes at runtime. And

it&apos;s elegant, so creating applications, development tools, and administrative scripts is easier

and more straightforward. With the long-awaited Ruby 2, an active development community, and

countless libraries and productivity tools, Ruby has come into its own.About the BookThe

Well-Grounded Rubyist, Second Edition is a beautifully written tutorial that begins with your first

Ruby program and goes on to explore sophisticated topics like callable objects, reflection, and

threading. The book concentrates on the language, preparing you to use Ruby in any way you

choose. This second edition includes coverage of new Ruby features such as keyword arguments,

lazy enumerators, and Module#prepend, along with updated information on new and changed core

classes and methods.What&apos;s InsideClear explanations of Ruby conceptsNumerous simple

examplesUpdated for Ruby 2.1Prepares you to use Ruby anywhere for any purposeAbout the

AuthorDavid A. BlackÂ is an internationally-known software developer, author, trainer, speaker, and

event organizer. He is a Ruby standard library contributor and one of the founders of Ruby Central,

Inc., the parent organization of the official international Ruby and Ruby on Rails conferences. David

works at 2U, Inc. in New York City.Table of ContentsPART 1 RUBY FOUNDATIONSBootstrapping

your Ruby literacyObjects, methods, and local variablesOrganizing objects with classesModules

and program organizationThe default object (self), scope, and visibilityControl-flow techniquesPART

2 BUILT-IN CLASSES AND MODULESBuilt-in essentialsStrings, symbols, and other scalar

objectsCollection and container objectsCollections central: Enumerable and EnumeratorRegular

expressions and regexp-based string operationsFile and I/O operationsPART 3 RUBY

DYNAMICSObject individuationCallable and runnable objectsCallbacks, hooks, and runtime

introspection
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I reviewed the book (courtesy of Manning). As a Ruby developer I found this book very accurate

and serious. It covers pretty well the Ruby language and shows deeply a lot of aspects. As Ruby

and the standard library is quite a big subject, the book cannot cover everything but the author was

able to select the part of the standard library that is fundamental and that is not going to disappear

in next Ruby releases (for instance the "curses" library was removed and is available as a gem as

from Ruby 2.1).The intended audience is definitely programmers knowing object oriented

programming who either want to refresh their Ruby knowledge, either want to learn the language as

a new language. But as the book states, it does not teach programming. But we feel that the author

really wants to be precise and comprehensive, he struggles with the need to explain things that

some people might not know, while many people already know...For Ruby programmers the book is

useful as a reference for parts of the language he/she does not use on a daily basis.The book

covers the regular expressions and can be useful for the use of regexp beyond its usage with the

Ruby language.But the book has some weaknesses.The chapter 6 is not precise enough about

exceptions, "can i catch more than 1 exception?", "what if I write rescue A, then B, if B derives from

A, is B ever going to be catched?".In chapter 7, the "Bid" example presents the  operator (object

comparison) but is not clear enough that comparing objects does not necessarily involve the class

relationship but is "duck-typing" (the nature of the Ruby language).

First, a brief introduction: Iâ€™m a freelance developer, and Iâ€™ve worked several times with

Ruby.As I have started to read, I have to say that I was fascinated by the style of writing. The writer

composes expressions very well and is able to hold your attention. Even having used it some



hundreds of hours and went through the documentation few times, already since the first pages I

can find some arguments and concepts that before were absolutely obscure to me. Keeping a

practical framework, it densely packs the theory that every rubyist should know, comprehensive of

conventions and suggestions on how to use its features. Maybe it falls sometimes on excessive

exposure - like the info about the configuration at the beginning, that may be liked or not, depending

on the reader.It starts with fundamentals and syntax, going on with the built-in features, and

finishing with the special Ruby OOP features, more advanced concepts. Although it may seem only

for beginners, an intermediate can find _many_ useful things, especially if you didnâ€™t still have

attendended a complete course on the features of the language (those things that you were

supposed to know but you always find as new on StackOverflow..). It will change your mindset

about how this language should be used.The style of writing is very near to the voice of a cautious

grandfather who advises you on what to do or not. If you want to get better in Ruby and get some

solid foundations of the language It will deepen also your understanding of the language, its internal

mechanisms and why some features have been introduced (e.g., why ! or ? are at the end of

methods, how objects work internally, etc.).
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